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Something

X 3



Abundant



What do you see?

What do you think?

What do you wonder?





S E E

T H I N K

W O N D E R

Close Observation
Precision & Accuracy
Awareness of details
Perception

Identify & Connect
Critical & Creative Thought
Abstract Thinking

Curiosity
Inquiry & Questioning



10 Seconds



Frozen Soap Bubble





Abundant



Change



For highly capable students, access to 

accelerated learning and enhanced 

instruction is access to a basic education.

School districts may access basic education funds, in 

addition to highly capable categorical funds, to 

provide appropriate highly capable student 

programs. 
WAC 392-170-012



Change



Children



Gifted
Children



STRESS



Gifted
Children

I N S T R U C T IO N



Differentiated
Instruction



“The Standards do not define the nature 

of advanced work for students who meet  

the Standards prior to the end of high 

school.”

English Language Arts Standards p.6





Agricultural Age

Where are we going?

10,000 Years



Agricultural Age Industrial Age

Where are we going?

10,000 Years    500 Years



Agricultural Age Industrial Age Information Age

Where are we going?

10,000 Years    500 Years           50 Years



Innovation Age 

Where are we going?

In the coming years





21st Century Skills

Expert Thinking (Critical thinking and Problem Solving)
Communication/Collaboration (Complex Communicating)
Creativity & Innovation (Applied Imagination & Invention) 



“We are attempting to educate young 

people to solve future problems not yet 

identified, using technology not yet 

invented based on scientific knowledge 

not yet discovered.”



“We are attempting to educate young 

people to solve future problems not yet 

identified, using technology not yet 

invented based on scientific knowledge 

not yet discovered.”



Know Your Learners

1. Understand Gifted Children



Gifted Cliff Notes:
Who are the gifted? 

People outside the norm in terms of mental 
processing as measured by standardized verbal, 
quantitative, and non-verbal reasoning tasks.

How are gifted children identified?

Predominately standardized measures. 

Question within the field: Are these tools broad 
enough to identify under-represented groups of 
children?   



22% of children in the U.S. live in families that are 
considered officially poor.

Child poverty rates are highest among black, Latino, and 
American Indian children.

Barriers for children from low income homes  



A Conception of Giftedness That Emphasizes Only 
Already-Developed Ability

Misconceptions About Low-Income, Promising Learners

Pedagogy and Curriculum That Fails to Support Talent 
Development 

School Identification Policies 

Barriers



Ability = Achievement



www.nagc.org



Gateway Programs

Program Selection Criteria Matched to 
Level of Developed Talent 

High Powered Enrichment

Recommendations:



Gifted Cliff Notes:
What academic accommodations are needed? 

Adjustments in instructional pace, curriculum complexity, and 
access to intellectual peers.

What is important for educators to know?  

Understanding of social emotional intensity and asynchronous 
development.  



Gifted Cliff Notes:

What characterizes exceptional 
teaching with gifted learners?

Mental Engagement
Process Engagement
Emotional Connections   
Collaborative Inquiry



WACs



WAC 392-170-035
Definition of Highly Capable Students 

Highly capable students are students who 
perform or show potential for performing at 
significantly advanced academic levels when 
compared with others of their age, experiences, 
or environments. 

Outstanding abilities are seen within students' 
general intellectual aptitudes, specific academic 
abilities, and/or creative productivities within a 
specific domain. 



These students are present not only in the 
general populace, but are present within 
all protected classes according to Chapters 
28A.640 and 28A.642 RCW.

WAC 392-170-035
Definition of Highly Capable Students 



1) Capacity to learn with unusual depth of 
understanding, to retain what has been 
learned, and to transfer learning to new 
situations.

WAC 392-170-035
Definition of Highly Capable Students 



WAC 392-170-036
Definition of Learning Characteristics 

2) Capacity and willingness to deal with 
increasing levels of abstraction and 
complexity earlier than their chronological 
peers.

3) Creative ability to make unusual 
connections among ideas and concepts.



4) Ability to learn quickly in their area(s) of 
intellectual strength.

5) Capacity for intense concentration and/or 
focus.

WAC 392-170-036
Definition of Learning Characteristics 



Gifted Programming

The single most important 
variable to the success of 
a gifted program model is 

____________________.



Gifted Programming

The single most important 
variable to the success of 
a gifted program model is 

________YOU________

Page 2



Know Your Learner      Page 3-5 

Page 3  On Your Own

Page 4-5:  Mini Jigsaw

1-Intellectual

2-Academic

3-Creative 



Assumptions

We know kids are different…

Can you think of 6+ categories 
that illustrate differences 
between children?



COGNITIVE ABILITY   

35     55          70            85            100          115          130       145         160          



DEVELOPMENTAL READINESS
Social Emotional Development    



GENDER INFLUENCES
& Brain Development

Page 6





LEARNING STYLES 



CULTURAL / ETHNIC



LEARNING PACE/RATE



SOCIOECONOMIC



Sensitivities
Global

Social

Environmental

Aesthetic

Emotional













OVER EXCITABILITIES     Page 8



Movement

Senses

Intellect

Imagination

Emotions



Movement

Senses

Intellect

Imagination

Emotions



Movement

Senses

Intellect

Imagination

Emotions



Movement

Senses

Intellect

Imagination

Emotions



Movement

Senses

Intellect

Imagination

Emotions



MOTIVATION - ATTITUDE - EFFORT



What is gifted?

What characterizes giftedness?



Some schools teach as if all learners are the 

same.



We recognize that gifted children are different.



S e n s i t i v i t i e s



What is one common trait of ALL

gifted children?

M E M O R Y



This single trait significantly upgrades a 

child’s cognitive abilities. 

M E M O R Y

& 

Organization



More than the quantity of information stored, 

is the manner in which it is organized. 

M E M O R Y



Gifted learners store facts around intricate 

networks related to meaningful concepts. 

M E M O R Y



Memory and Organization Study

Chase & Simon    

1973



Strength of connection between facts 

and concepts is determined by 

experience.

(Anderson 2005)

IQ      Practice

PACING



FMRI scans show gifted brains as especially 

intense and enduring.  Gifted thinkers make 

connections in ways typical learners do not.





Whole to Part 



“I like it when the pace is 

fast enough that I am not 

bored out of my mind.  I 

also like to get a clear 

view of what needs to be 

accomplished by getting 

a criteria.”

Alex



Can We Define This Thing Called 

Gifted?

Definitions help define the need.



Gifted children are wired to learn, 

and what 
they seek is 

complexity.



Gifted children perceive deeply, 

and what they 

seek is meaning



Listen



“The empires of the future are the empires of the 
mind.” Churchill



Passions are 

born in 

the heart



Fusion of intellectual prowess and 

emotional intensity.  





think and process data quickly  
synthesize problems, reason well 
comprehend meanings
make logical associations, see patterns
recognize diverse relationships 
use flexible thought processes 
generate original ideas and solutions 

Potential to:



Brain Play



Why Cognitive Play?



Because it...

recharges the brain.
increases mental capacity.
is interactive and novel.
requires applied reasoning.
is complex.
requires problem solving 
and communication
is creative



Cognitive Play:

TriBond

ThingBats

Think-Links

Lateral Thinking



A Daisy    
A Rose      
A Musical Note

Motor     Life       Spin

Daily    Multiple    Chewable

Stems

Cycles

Vitamins





30 seconds

SAXAPHONE
Pineapple Upside Down 

Cake
Plenty of Fish in the Sea

Hot Dog Stand Too Good To be True Graffiti

Bulldozer



Media Anxiety = ________________

Shining Vision = ________________

Angry Employer = ________________

Herd War =   ________________

Press Stress

Bright Sight

Cross Boss

Cattle Battle

Think-Link



Speed Racing

Johnny Gallop had had countless falls 

while riding his horse, often causing him 

great pain, not to mention 

embarrassment. However, Johnny never 

for one minute doubts his racing ability, 

and everyone considers him to be a 

professional. 

How can this be?





Gifted Students Need: 

Mental Engagement         

Process Engagement      

Emotional Connections 



What Do Gifted Learners Need At 

School?

Instructional Pace (faster / slower)

Complexity (more / less)

Intellectual Peers - Friends



Mental Engagement         

Gifted Students 

Need: 



Process Engagement      

Gifted Students 

Need: 





Academic Processes

Thinking Questioning

Reading Research

Scientific Method

Creative Production



Know Your Learner

www.hoagiesgifted.org
www.nagc.org
www.waetag.net
www.nwgca.org
wcge.wordpress.com
www.giftedbooks.com
www.TAGFAM.com
www.sengifted.org
www.ditd.org



Big Questions

What does it mean to be gifted?

What does it look like at school?



What does it mean to be gifted?
Superior reasoning power…          
Persistent intellectual curiosity…           Asks 
searching questions…                       Avid and 
voracious reader…                Learns quickly 
and easily…

Wide range of interests…                                    
Superior in quality and quantity of written and/or 
spoken words…                                                      
Shows creative ability or imaginative expression…                                                   
Sustains concentration for lengthy periods…



What does it mean to be gifted?

Shows originality in intellectual work…       
Observes keenly and is responsive to new 
ideas…                                                  
Communicates with adults in mature ways…

Advanced vocabulary…                                       
Advanced sense of humor…                                           
Excited by intellectual challenge…          
Extraordinarily sensitive…



Definitions/Conceptions of Giftedness

Metaphors

There are more ways to “plug in” to 

learning. 



Asynchrony  



A big word for a mis-match  



Why might gifted 

kids get frustrated 

at school?



How much of the content does a typical 
gifted child know before the first lesson of a 
school year? 

For gifted children how many repetitions are 
needed for mastery? 



IMPLICATIONS OF ASYNCHRONY
Typical Children

Grade

2
Grade

3
Grade

4
Grade

5
Grade

6
Grade

7
Grade

8
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Alignment between Curriculum and Cognitive/Emotional Development
              ¯                                    ¯                                    ¯                                  ¯                                     ¯                                   ¯                                    ¯

Age

7-8
      Dev. Stage

Age

8-9
    Dev. Stage

Age

9-10
     Dev. Stage

Age

10-11
     Dev. Stage

Age

11-12
     Dev. Stage

Age

12-13
      Dev. Stage

Age

13-14
      Dev. Stage

For typical kids, traditional 

instruction is a good match.



IMPLICATIONS OF ASYNCHRONY
Gifted Children & Exceptional Children

Grade

2
Grade

3
Grade

4
Grade

5
Grade

6
Grade

7
Grade

8

Cognitive Development   à                      à                    à                  à                    à                 à

Mis-alignment between Curriculum and Cognitive/Emotional Development
              

Social-Emotional Development  à   à   à   à   à   à   à   à   à   à   à  à  à   à   à   à

Age

7-8
Age

8-9
Age

9-10
Age

10-11
Age

11-12
Age

12-13
Age

13-14

For gifted kids, traditional 

instruction may not match up well.



What Do Gifted Kids Say?



“My teacher pushed me until 
I would sometimes cry!  That 
seems really bad, but I had 
fun!  Everyone in my class 
was a friend.  I think the 
most important part of class 
is to feel safe. In a lot of 
classes I feel embarrassed if I 
have a question, but in my 
EXCEL class I didn’t.  I would 
ask questions freely, and I 
also had input on what our 
classroom looked like.”

Kim



“I enjoy a varied range of 
assignments where I must 
organize myself, research 
by myself, and be able to 
create a format for my final 
project.”

Bobby



“I like to 
experience the 
problem, not 
memorize the 
answers.”

Ian



“I have discovered 
that sometimes 
working in groups 
with your friends 
teaches you the most 
about working in 
groups and 
cooperating.”

Senia



“I like discussions.  I really enjoy being able to 
express my ideas.  I also like to apply what I have 
learned and have fun at the same time.”

Patrick



Eight Great Gripes

1. No one explains what being gifted is all about-it’s       

kept a big secret.

2. School is too easy and too boring.

3. Parents, Teachers, and Friends expect us to be 

perfect all the time.

4. Friends who really understand us are few and far    

between.

Thumbs 

up/down if you 

agree/disagree



Eight Great Gripes

7. We feel different and alienated.

5. Kids often tease us about being smart.

6. We feel overwhelmed by the number of things we 

can do in life.

8. We worry about world problems and feel helpless 

to do anything about them.

Thumbs 

up/down if you 

agree/disagree





Show

Everyday


